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Steer Yourself In The Right Direction

Steering Wheel

Many steering wheels now contain an air bag and convenience aids such 
as stereo and telephone controls. Despite these additions their primary 
function is, of course, as the means of controlling the direction of travel.

Steering column

The steering column transmits the rotating movement of the steering wheel The steering column transmits the rotating movement of the steering wheel 
to the steering rack. The column often contains universal joints which allow 
the column to 'bend' allowing the steering wheel to be adjusted to a position 
the driver finds comfortable. These universal joints can wear or seize. Wear 
will often result in slack feel to the steering. Seized joints give the opposite 
symptoms, a very tight or notchy feel. 

Steering rack

The steering rack is bolted solidly to the structure of the caThe steering rack is bolted solidly to the structure of the car. It converts the 
rotation of the steering wheel and column into the side-to-side motion 
required to swivel the road wheels. It does this using a simple gear system 
inside the rack. A small, circular, toothed gear  (The Pinion) rotates with the 
steering wheel, this pushes a long, flat, sliding gear (The Rack) to one side 
of the car or the other.

Track rod and track rod ends

These connect the rack to the wheel hub.These connect the rack to the wheel hub. As the rack moves, the track rod 
causes the wheel hub to swivel and the wheels to turn on the road. Both the 
track rod and track rod end contain a ball joint. Similar in design to your 
shoulder joint, these allow smooth, pivoting movement in all directions. The 
length of the track rod assembly is adjustable. It is this length that is altered 
to adjust the wheel alignment or “tracking”. Worn joints and incorrect wheel 
alignment can cause both abnormal tyre wear and a 'vague' feeling to the 
steering.steering.

Steering rack gaiters

These are the rubber boots fitted to the ends of the steering rack and track 
rod ball joints. These often split, allowing lubricating oil to leak out and 
damaging dirt and water to get in. 

Special Offers

Get a great deal when next booking 
in your vehicle:

   10% off labour or £5 off your MOT

To receive the offer please bring 
this e-shot with you at time of 
booking*
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The steering system converts the rotation of the steering wheel into the swivelling 
movement of the front wheels. The most common type of steering system fitted to 
modern cars is known as “Rack and Pinion” steering. In its basic, non-power assisted, 
form this system is compact and simple. 


